GRAMMAR

Exercise 1
1 Frenches / The French
2 short dark / dark short
3 striped new blue / new blue striped
4 Italian / Italians
5 Poor / The poor
6 little silver lovely / lovely little silver
7 so / such
8 such a / such

Exercise 2
1 ___________ 4 ___________
2 ___________ 5 ___________
3 ___________ 6 ___________

Exercise 3
1 _____________________________________________
2 _____________________________________________
3 _____________________________________________
4 _____________________________________________
5 _____________________________________________
6 _____________________________________________

VOCABULARY

Exercise 4
1 spotted patterned checked tight
2 cotton plain nylon linen
3 scruffy leather trendy stylish
4 striped denim velvet woollen
5 lycra fur vest velvet
6 match smart fit suit

Exercise 5
1 c___________ 5 c___________
2 f___________ 6 c___________
3 t___________ 7 p___________
4 b___________ 8 l___________

Exercise 6
1 nearly / near 4 hardly / hard
2 at / in 5 actually / at the moment
3 yet / still 6 lately / late

PRONUNCIATION

Exercise 7
1 egg  ___________
2 boot  ___________
3 computer ___________
4 tree  ___________
5 bull  ___________

Exercise 8
1 departures 3 old-fashioned 5 especially
2 airline 4 undressed

READING

1 A □ B □ C □
2 A □ B □ C □
3 A □ B □ C □
4 A □ B □ C □
5 A □ B □ C □
6 A □ B □ C □
7 A □ B □ C □
8 A □ B □ C □
9 A □ B □ C □
10 A □ B □ C □

LISTENING

Exercise 1
1 A □ B □ C □
2 A □ B □ C □
3 A □ B □ C □
4 A □ B □ C □
5 A □ B □ C □

Exercise 2
1 A □ B □ C □
2 A □ B □ C □
3 A □ B □ C □
4 A □ B □ C □
5 A □ B □ C □

GVP total 50
Reading and Writing total 20
Listening and Speaking total 30